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With step-by-step written instructions, 'Draping Basics' provides the fundamentals of designing foundation garments by draping fabric on a
dress form. Photographs demonstrate the details of the process, and CAD drawings show how the draping is transferred to paper patterns.
Technical Sourcebook for Designers is completely devoted to preparing aspiring and professional apparel designers for the growing demand
for technical design skills in the apparel industry. This comprehensive compilation presents technical design processes and industry
standards that reflect current apparel production and manufacturing practices. Lee and Steen provide a holistic perspective of the role of
technical design in apparel production, including such considerations as selection of fabrics, finding seasonal fashion trends, garment
construction, and fit evaluation, all in the context of meeting the needs of the target consumer with cost-effective decisions. This edition
includes a new section on real-life fit problems and solutions, more information on essential math for designers (such as grading and costing)
plus coverage of product lifecycle management (PLM) and sustainability. An all new Chapter 8 on Sweater Product Design explores sweater
design and manufacturing. More than 200 new images and newly added color in illustrations to show relevant design details. With versatile
coverage of a variety of product categories including women's wear, menswear and knitwear, this text gives students essential tools to
develop specification sheets and technical packages for specific markets.
Drape Drape 3 is the follow-up to the cult Japanese draping books Drape Drape and Drape Drape 2, and the latest in the new series from
Bunka Fashion College. It includes 15 stylish contemporary designs for dresses, skirts, tunics, and blouses, with easy-to-follow instructions
and diagrams that skilfully guide the reader to create draped garments step by step. With two full-scale patterns at the back, this book
provides a variety of new design ideas and practical construction tips for readers looking to continue exploring draping techniques.
A fabric and textile directory, recommending fabrics to match the effects you want to achieve. Tells how different fabrics perform and the
many ways to use them.
This textbook takes a holistic approach to pattern grading that presents a mix of theory and practice to facilitate the learning process.
Draping for Fashion Design, Fifth Edition, is the definitive basic instructional text for draping in numerous fashion design programs since its
original publication. This book covers all of the fundamental material for beginning and advanced study in an intensive fashion design
program and prepares students for the industry. Based on current industry methods, it reflects the dramatic changes of computer integration
into the basic design and pattern development process and demonstrates simplified methods wherever they are employed in the industry.
Updated throughout, the fifth edition offers a new chapter on children's wear, new illustrations, and revised diagrams that enhance clarity.
"Draping for Apparel Design, Fourth Edition is the fully updated and revised edition of the seminal book pioneered by fashion education
luminary Helen Joseph-Armstrong. This comprehensive guide provides step-by-step instruction for the beginning patternmaker and advanced
techniques for the more experienced. Maintaining the vast array of examples and the book's easy-to-read style, revising author Susan
Ashdown reflects current industry standards, both metric and imperial measurements, new sizing guides for diverse body types, and
incorporates half-scale forms. New material on jackets, coats, and loose fitted knitwear add to this book's breadth of knowledge"-Chapter 12 includes draping by Charles Frederick Worth, Christoff von Drecoll, Madeleine Vionnet, Madame Grès, Christian Dior, André
Courrèges, Yves Saint Laurent, Pierre Cardin and Yohji Yamamoto.

9 Heads' is a clear and comprehensive guide to the fundamentals of fashion drawing in black and white. It demonstrates
that drawing can be learned by the application of a set of rules and guidelines, together with commitment and practice.
Provides information on all aspects of fashion design, including research and design, fabrics, construction, and
developing a collection.
Pattern Magic Stretch Fabrics is the third in the series of cult Japanese pattern making books, now translated into
English. The new volume looks at working with stretch and jersey fabric. Material that stretches lengthways or sideways
can be magical in itself. This book takes the special qualities of jersey and stretch fabrics and uses them to create
stunning, sculptural designs. In two parts, the book shows how to work with stretch fabrics and how to cut patterns that
exploit their properties with truly original results. The book is accompanied by a basic paper pattern block.
Fitting and Pattern Alteration: A Multi-Method Approach to the Art of Style Selection, Fitting, and Alteration, Third Edition,
shows readers how to recognize, evaluate, and correct fit for 88 figure variations. This comprehensive guide presents
proven methods of style selection, fitting, and alteration. The authors use a multi-level approach that is both logical and
easy to follow, and each procedure is clearly identified and fully illustrated with a second color added to clarify the
procedure and show directional measuring. Each figure is drawn to scale ensuring consistency and accuracy. The cause
for the fitting problem is clearly identified and explained--giving readers the why behind each fitting procedure. Highlights
of this edition include new photographs of common fit problems, as well as instructions for working with multi-sized
patterns and correcting garments that have more than one fit problem. New to this Edition ~ Chapters open with added
key terms and chapter objectives ~ End-of-chapter discussion questions allow the reader to fully engage with the content
~ New 2-color graded pattern illustrations, measurement illustrations, photos of actual body types and illustrations of
advanced bodice and pant fitting patterns ~ Updated Reality Check boxes present further details on the topic at hand and
reinforce the learning experience Introducing Fitting and Pattern Alteration STUDIO--an online tool for more effective
study! - Study smarter with self-quizzes featuring scored results and personalized study tips - Review concepts with
flashcards of terms and definitions PLEASE NOTE: Purchasing or renting this ISBN does not include access to the
STUDIO resources that accompany this text. To receive free access to the STUDIO content with new copies of this book,
please refer to the book + STUDIO access card bundle ISBN 9781501318207.
An introduction to the fashion industry that explores all fashion careers - with in-depth job descriptions, education and
training requirements and salaries - and how roles relates to the industry as a whole.
This book offers a thorough grounding in the principles of fashion design, describing the qualities and skills needed to
become a fashion designer, examining the varied career opportunities available and giving a balanced inside view of the
fashion business today. Subjects covered include how to interpret a project brief; building a collection; choosing fabric; fit,
cutting and making techniques; portfolio presentation; and fashion marketing and economics. This third edition has been
totally redesigned and extensively updated, with new images showing the latest fashion trends and coverage of new
techniques.
“This is the most comprehensive teaching tool for learning and mastering draping techniques. The illustrations and the
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text for each drape are clear and explicit.” Laura K. Kidd, Southern Illinois University, USA Learn to drape fabric on a
dress form to create your own patterns. The step-by-step instructions are organized from basic to advanced projects
using both imperial and metric measurements, so you don't have to convert measurements. The book includes a wide
variety of fashion styles, from bodices to bias-cut gowns. Intermediate and advanced design variations include an offshoulder sleeve design and a peplum design. More than 1,000 two-color line drawings show you each draping step. Checklists to evaluate and analyze designs - Cross-referencing of techniques across chapters - Online STUDIO includes
video tutorials explaining key draping skills and techniques - Lay-flat binding makes the book easy to use while draping
garments PLEASE NOTE: Purchasing or renting this ISBN does not include access to the STUDIO resources that
accompany this text. To receive free access to the STUDIO content with new copies of this book, please refer to the book
+ STUDIO access card bundle ISBN 9781501330292.
An essential primer for students and first-stop reference for professionals, The Fashion Design Reference & Specification
Booktakes the fashion designer through the entire design process, from conceiving a garment to marketing it. This
valuable handbook contains the information and ideas essential to planning and executing fashion projects of every scale
and distills them in an easy-to-use format that is compact enough to slip into a tote. Linking six central phases in the
cycle of fashion—research, editing, design, construction, connection, and evolution—The Fashion Design Reference &
Specification Book helps designers develop effective strategies for building a cohesive collection and communicating
their vision. The Reference & Specification Book series from Rockport Publishers offers students and practicing
professionals in a range of creative industries must-have information in their area of specialty in an up-to-date, concise
handbook.
Portfolio Presentation for Fashion Designers, Fourth Edition, is still your best guide to showing your designs, skill sets,
and creativity, to get you that job. In new images throughout, the book shows examples of croquis books, spec and flat
drawings, and visual research presentations from both fashion professionals and students. From concept through
finished product, Portfolio Presentation for Fashion Designers is an indispensable tool to help you prepare your career for
the next chapter. New to this edition Helpful Hints at the end of each chapter help you to make critical decisions
Expanded Glossary now features knitwear terms Introduces how to develop a successful fashion portfolio Expanded
discussion and examples of visual research presentation layouts
For an undergraduate course in Patternmaking. Renowned for its comprehensive coverage, exceptional illustrations, and
clear instructions, this #1 text offers detailed yet easy-to-understand explanations of the essence of patternmaking.
Hinging on a recurring theme that all designs are based on one or more of the three major patternmaking and design
principles-dart manipulation, added fullness, and contouring-it provides students with all the relevant information
necessary to create design patterns with accuracy regardless of their complexity.
An introduction to the basic principles of pattern cutting, this practical book shows students how to interpret the human
form and look at clothing through the eyes of a designer rather than a consumer. As well as explaining the proportions of
human anatomy, the book introduces key tools and then takes the reader from simple pattern-cutting ideas to more
advanced creative methods. Finally, the book looks at the work of fashion designers who are masters of pattern cutting,
such as Comme des GarCons, John Galliano, Yohji Yamamoto and Issey Miyake. With photographs of final and
dissected garments, along with CAD/CAM diagrams to explain how those pieces were cut, the book will gradually build
an understanding of pattern cutting, and enable students to experiment and create exciting patterns for their own
designs.
High fashion is the driving force behind the entire fashion and garment industry. This book introduces the patternmaking
techniques used in the field for draping, details, trousers and skirts.
Draping - the art of using calico to design directly on a dress form - is an essential skill for fashion students. Covering the
most basic to more advanced techniques, this series of master classes provides a complete course. Projects include
dresses, skirts, trousers and jackets, highlighting key fashion garments such as Audrey Hepburn's dress from Breakfast
at Tiffany's. Starting with the basics of preparing the dress form and fabric, the book advances through pinning, trimming
and clipping, and creating shape using darts and tucks, to adding volume using pleats and gathers, and handling
complex curves. Advanced skills include how to use support elements such as shoulder pads, under layers and
petticoats, and how to handle bias draping. Each exercise and project throughout the book is explained with step-by-step
photographs and line drawings that bring to life the art of creating womenswear in three dimensions.
Draping is the art of using cotton muslin to create a fashion design directly on a mannequin. It is an essential skill for
fashion designers. In this book, Karolyn Kiisel presents a series of step-by-step projects, creating real garments in classic
styles, that are designed to develop skills from the most basic to more advanced techniques. Starting with the basics of
choosing and preparing the dress form for draping, the book advances through pinning, trimming, and clipping, and
creating shape using darts and tucks, to adding volume using pleats and gathers, and handling complex curves.
Advanced skills include how to use support elements such as shoulder pads, under layers, and petticoats, and how to
handle bias draping. The book culminates with a chapter on improvisational skills. Each skill and technique throughout
the book is explained through specially commissioned step-bystep photographs and line drawings that bring the art of
creating womenswear in three dimensions to life.
A complete technical design resource for fashion students and professionals. The Complete Book of Technical Design for
Technical and Fashion Designers, 1/e is a complete learning resource for fashion technical designers, pattern makers,
designers, and those in production.
This text covers all the technical aspects of developing precise professional patterns for garments, and gives students a
firm foundation in the tools, concepts, and understandings necessary for success in this highly competitive industry. The
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focus throughout is on the procedures and principles of professional flat patternmaking using Basic Slopers (i.e., Pattern
Blocks, Master Patterns, or Foundation Patterns), and on cutting and testing each completed pattern in tissue, pinned on
the form completely marked. This enables the student to learn, and review, the concepts for developing patterns, step-bystep and see the translation of style lines from a two-dimensional flat pattern on the table, to a three-dimensional pattern
on a mannequin (fitting dummy). This text is an excellent visual learning tool, especially critical to the vast number of ESL
and International students attending design schools.
FIGURE DRAWING FOR MEN'S FASHION focuses on the male form in fashion design. It offers a concise, topic-by-topic guide to
acquiring and perfecting the skills needed to produce realistic and precise fashion plates that accurately reflect a designer¿s
creative vision. The authors, Elizabetta Drudi and Tiziana Paci, have decades of experience in the fashion industry and have
created an invaluable resource for designers, illustrators, and artists. The breadth of information and attention to detail make this
title ideal for students, professionals, and anyone who enjoys fashion design.
Intended for students of fashion design, clothing and dressmaking, this easy-to-follow bestseller teaches the different methods and
principles involved in draping fabric on the dress form. The Art of Fashion Draping, 3rd Edition, is organised from basic to more
advanced topics. New and revised illustrations keep the book up to date.
This catalogue offers the first comprehensive study of James’s life and work, highlighting his virtuosity and inventiveness as well
as the colorful cast of benefactors and clients who supported him.
Construction is the foundation of fashion design; it takes passion and great skill to turn a two-dimensional drawing into a
successful garment. Construction for Fashion Design guides readers through the process, teaching the theory, practical skills and
techniques that they need to succeed. It leads readers through the essential stages of creating a garment, from pattern cutting and
draping on the mannequin to sewing techniques and haberdashery. This fully revised and expanded second edition features
insightful case studies with leading creative practitioners at the cutting edge of the fashion industry today, complete with detailed,
step-by-step exercises that enable readers to contextualise their knowledge and put it into practise for the creation of their own
successful projects.
The third edition of Draping for Apparel Design combines Joseph-Armstrong's classic step-by-step instructions with a user-friendly
layout. To show how to turn two-dimensional drawings into three-dimensional garments, the author presents the following three
draping principles and techniques: manipulating dart excess, adding fullness, and contour draping. New and updated design
projects illustrate how to prepare a draping plan. Design analyses identify the creative elements of each design and help
determine draping techniques required to develop patterns. This text emphasizes the importance of draping foundation garments
for building more complex designs. Designers will gain essential skills to creatively apply draping techniques to their own designs.
Basics Fashion Design 03: Construction by Anette Fischer leads the reader through the essential stages of creating a garment,
from pattern cutting and draping a mannequin, to finishing and haberdashery.
Connie Crawford would like to introduce you to this new up-to-date edition of Patternmaking Made Easy.The strength of
Patternmaking Made Easy is the visually apparent instructional layout. Continuity between frames is clear. Each concept is laid out
seamlessly on one page or facing pages. Yet each pattern process is complete and hasn¿t sacrificed detail at the expense of
instruction. Each subject is approached thoroughly with simple directness so that the average student may enjoy this logical
journey into the world of fashion.Connie¿s drafting techniques are the same REQUIRED methods in the fashion industry. She
demonstrates pants for smaller and mature figures, princess seams, plackets, bustiers, knit designs, lingerie and tailoring -- just to
name a few. All the techniques needed to draft flat patterns for bodices, skirts, pants, jackets, and sleeves are in this mammoth
459 page, spiral bound hardback. It will provide patternmakers with the means to execute all of their creative ideas in a nearly
infinite variety of clothing styles.
The Complete Photo Guide to Perfect Fitting is the ultimate reference for fitting test garments and transferring accurate
adjustments to patterns. No matter what size or shape you are, wearing garments that fit perfectly makes you look and feel better.
Rather than making commonly accepted changes to a commercial pattern, the method presented in this guide focuses on the way
a test garment fits the body. The fabric is manipulated to improve the fit, and then those specific changes are made to the pattern.
The result: patterns that fit perfectly! With The Complete Photo Guide to Perfect Fitting, you'll learn: The importance of a fitting axis
and how to use it during a fitting How to recognize fitting issues, such as drag lines and folds How to manipulate fabric to solve
common and unusual fitting problems How to transfer the fitting changes to your pattern easily Basic pattern-making skills to
ensure accurate alterations See the fitting process from start to finish on basic garments, fitted on real people. Then follow fitting
solutions on different body types. Hundreds of large color photos illustrate the techniques and concepts in simple step-by-step
instructions. With these lessons, you will get the perfect fit for any body.
Written as a beginning-level patternmaking text, Principles of Flat Pattern Design 4th Edition provides an added dimension to
apparel design and a better understanding of the processes involved in producing ready-to-wear or custom apparel.
Draping for Fashion DesignPrentice Hall
A Guide to Fashion Sewing, 5th Edition, provides a comprehensive fashion sewing education for beginning and experienced
sewers alike. Readers will learn how to assemble and construct designs of various styles using proven industry methods for more
than 100 sewing applications. Chapters cover everything from sewing equipment, measurements, and pattern selection to actual
garment assembly. Filled with easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and large, clear illustrations, this book is an indispensible
resource for creating fashionable and professional-looking garments.
Provides guidelines and advice on starting points for fashion designers of all levels, including defining and rendering concepts,
understanding textiles, developing sewing skills, and building an audience.
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